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ABSTRACT
Vehicular users are expected to consume large amounts of
data, for both entertainment and navigation purposes. This
will put a strain on cellular networks, which will be able to
cope with such a load only if proper caching is in place; this
in turn begs the question of which caching architecture is
the best-suited to deal with vehicular content consumption.
In this paper, we leverage a large-scale, crowd-sourced trace
to (i) characterize the vehicular traffic demand, in terms of
overall magnitude and content breakup; (ii) assess how dif-
ferent caching approaches perform against such a real-world
load; (iii) study the effect of recommendation systems and
local content items. We define a price-of-fog metric, express-
ing the additional caching capacity to deploy when moving
from traditional, centralized caching architectures to a “fog
computing” approach, where caches are closer to the net-
work edge. We find that for location-specific items, such as
the ones that vehicular users are most likely to request, such
a price almost disappears. Vehicular networks thus make a
strong case for the adoption of mobile-edge caching, as we
are able to reap the benefit thereof – including a reduction
in the distance travelled by data, within the core network –
with little or none of the associated disadvantages.
1. INTRODUCTION
Back in 2010, the traffic demand of newly-introduced iPhones
briefly disrupted some cellular networks [1]. It is uncertain
whether such disruptions are likely to happen again; how-
ever, there is no doubt that if they do happen, vehicular
users will be among the main culprits.
The reason for this trend is multifold. First, vehicles carry
people, and people carry multiple, data-hungry mobile de-
vices. Second, vehicles themselves are increasingly often
equipped with entertainment devices, which only add to the
problem. Third, vehicles themselves download navigation
data, e.g., map updates: while this is a minor component of
the overall traffic today, it is expected to increase by orders
of magnitude with the introduction of self-driving vehicles,
which will need much more detailed and more up-to-date
map information.
To make things worse, virtually all such data demand will
be served by cellular networks. Indeed, most offloading solu-
tions target pedestrian users, because their position changes
relatively slowly over time and because they are more likely
to be covered by such networks as Wi-Fi.
Caching is a primary way in which cellular network oper-
ators plan to react to this demand surge. One of the most
popular solutions is to move caches as close as possible to the
users, in the context of an approach known as fog computing
(a term created by Cisco [2]). It is expected that doing so
will increase the cache hit ratio, while reducing its latency
and the traffic within the cellular core network. On the neg-
ative side, it will require deploying multiple, smaller caches.
Additional help is expected from recommendation systems,
whose effect is to shape the demand concentrating it around
the most popular content items. Intuitively, having fewer,
popular items to serve will improve caching performance.
In this context, our paper targets three main questions.
Vehicular demand. What is the data demand generated
by today’s vehicular users? Which apps and services repre-
sent the most significant contributions thereto?
Caching architectures. Given a target hit ratio, what is
the relationship between the caching architecture and the
size of the caches we need to deploy? How does moving the
caches from core-level switches to individual base stations
impacts the total cache size, as well as the distance data
must travel within the core network, and the load thereof?
What changes if a recommendation system is in place?
Location-specific content. Content items consumed by
future vehicular networks are expected to strongly depend
on the location – augmented maps for self-driving vehicles
being the most obvious example. How does the emergence
of this kind of content impact caching?
We answer these questions using a set of real-world, large-
scale measurement data, coming from users of the WeFi
app [3]. Due to its crowd-sourced nature, our dataset in-
cludes data for: (i) multiple apps, including video (e.g.,
YouTube) and maps; (ii) multiple types of users, from pedes-
trian to vehicular ones; (iii) multiple network technologies,
including 3G, LTE, and Wi-Fi; (iv) multiple network oper-
ators.
We describe our dataset, as well as the additional process-
ing we need to perform in order to overcome its limitation,
in Sec. 2. Then, in Sec. 3 we explain how we model caching
and caching architectures in our vehicular scenario. Sec. 4
summarizes our numerical results and the insights we obtain
from them. Finally, Sec. 6 concludes the paper and sketches
future work directions.
2. INPUT DATA
We describe the WeFi dataset we have access to in Sec. 2.1.
Then, in Sec. 2.2 we detail the processing steps we need,
in order to extract further information that is not directly
included therein. Finally, Sec. 2.3 explains how we com-
plement the available information using other datasets and
well-known information.
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Table 1: The Los Angeles dataset
Metric Value
Time of collection Oct. 2015
Total traffic 35 TByte
Number of records 81 million
Unique users 64,386
Unique cell IDs 47,928
Mobile operators AT&T (16,992)
(number of cells) Sprint (2,764)
T-Mobile (24,290)
Verizon (3,882)
2.1 The WeFi dataset
Our data comes from the users of an app called WeFi [3].
The WeFi app provides its users with information on the
safest and fastest Wi-Fi access points available at the user’s
location. At the same time (and with their consent), it col-
lects information about the user’s location, connectivity and
activity. Wefi reports over seven million downloads of the
app globally, and over three billion daily records. In this
work, we use a dataset relative to the city of Los Angeles
– a vehicle-dominated environment. Its main features are
summarized in Tab. 1.
Each record contains the following information:
• day, hour (a coarse-grained timestamp);
• anonymized user identifier and GPS position;
• network operator, cell ID, cell technology and local
area (LAC) the user is connected to (if any);
• Wi-Fi network (SSID) and access point (BSSID) the
user is connected to (if any);
• active app and amount of downloaded/uploaded data.
If the location of the user or the networks she is connected
to change within a one-hour period, multiple records are
generated. Similarly, one record is generated for each app
that is active during the same period. The fact that location
changes trigger the creation of multiple records allows us to
assess whether, and how much, each user moves during each
one-hour period. As we will see in Sec. 2.2, this is instru-
mental in distinguishing between static and vehicular users.
Combining this knowledge with network technology infor-
mation allows us to ascertain which types of traffic cellular
networks ought to worry about.
Fig. 2 shows the cell deployments of the four main oper-
ators present in our trace. We can see that all operators
cover the whole geographical area we consider, but using
radically different strategies. T-Mobile and, to a lesser ex-
tent, AT&T, deploy a large number of cells, each covering
a comparatively small area. Sprint and, especially, Verizon,
follow the opposite approach: their networks are composed
of relatively few cells, each covering a fairly large area.
This fundamental difference reflects on the topologies of
each operator’s core networks, and potentially on the effec-
tiveness of different caching architectures. It is worth to
stress that using a real-world, crowd-sourced trace such as
ours, we are able to properly account for these factors, which
are typically neglected by more abstract models.
2.2 Further data processing steps
From the WeFi dataset we easily identify several types of
users and the content that they consume.
Table 2: Content categories
Category Description
YouTube All class names pertaining to YouTube
OnDemand On-demand video services such as Netflix,
Time Warner, and ShowTime
RealTime Real-time streaming, e.g., Periscope and
DirectTV
Players Player apps such as VLC and HTC Video
Weather Most notably Weather.com
Maps Most notably Google Maps
News Including CNN and NBC
Sports NFL, Fox Sports and the like
User type. The WeFi app can be installed on a variety
of mobile devices. The users carrying them can be static
(e.g., sitting in a cafe`), pedestrian (e.g., walking or jogging),
or vehicular. We discriminate among these cases by looking
at the distance covered by each user during each one-hour
period. Fig. 1(a) shows the distribution thereof: we have
almost 40% of static users, which do not move at all, a large
number of pedestrian users covering moderate distance, and
some users covering larger ones.
In order to be conservative, we label as vehicular those
users that cover a distance exceeding 5 km in any one-hour
period1. As a sanity check, we plot in Fig. 1(b) the fraction
of vehicular users as a function of time. We can observe
the familiar morning and afternoon peak times, when the
fraction of vehicular users increases.
Content type. As recalled in Sec. 2, records contain an
app field, containing the class name of the active applica-
tion, e.g., COM.GOOGLE.ANDROID.APPS.YOUTUBE.KIDS. How-
ever, we cannot use this information directly, for two main
reasons. First and foremost, different class names may cor-
respond to the same app, e.g., both COM.GOOGLE.ANDROID.
APPS.YOUTUBE.KIDS and COM.GOOGLE.ANDROID.YOUTUBE cor-
respond to YouTube. Furthermore, we are not only inter-
ested in individual apps, rather in the category they belong
to, as summarized in Tab. 2.
It is important to point out that different content cate-
gories lend themselves to caching to radically different ex-
tents. Caches are virtually useless for real-time stream-
ing content (while LTE broadcasting [4] represents a more
promising alternative). On-demand video content can be
successfully cached, especially if popular. Sport and news
content is even easier to cache, as there is a limited number
if items that is likely to be requested (e.g., the highlights
of yesterday’s games). Finally, weather and map content
is highly local, as users are very likely to need information
about their current location.
The relative importance of the aforementioned categories
is summarized in Fig. 1(c). YouTube and other on-demand
content dominate the vehicular traffic, while real-time stream-
ing represents much of the rest. This is good news from the
caching viewpoint, as much of the vehicular traffic is repre-
sented by content that can be successfully cached.
Finally, it is important to stress that over 70% of vehicu-
lar traffic in our dataset is served by cellular networks, com-
pared to 11% of the global demand. This further confirms
the importance of making cellular networks able to with-
stand an increase in the vehicular traffic, for which fewer
offloading options are available.
1Notice that the same user can be vehicular in some time
periods and static in others.
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Figure 1: Distribution of the distance covered by users in the dataset (a); fraction of vehicular users as a
function of time (b); most popular app categories among vehicular users (c).
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 2: Deployment for AT&T (a), Sprint (b), T-Mobile (c), Verizon (d). Each dot represents a cell, and
the size of dots is proportional to the coverage area thereof, as estimated from the location of users reporting
the same cell ID.
2.3 Network topology and content demand
There are two types of information that are altogether
missing in our WeFi dataset: network topology (both ac-
cess and core), and content demand. In the following, we
explain how we reconstruct this information using other ex-
isting datasets and/or common knowledge.
Network topology. In order to study the effectiveness of
different caching architectures, we need information about
how base stations are connected to each other. Sadly, such
information is not only absent from the WeFi dataset, but
virtually impossible to obtain for any network. Indeed, this
is highly sensitive information for network operators. We es-
timate the position of base stations from the users’ locations,
as follows:
1. from each record, we extract the ID of the cell the user
is connected to and her latitude/longitude coordinates;
2. the convex hull of these locations corresponds to the
cell coverage area (notice that such areas can and do
overlap);
3. we assume base stations sit at the baricenter of each
convex hull.
As for the core network, we assume, as in [5], a tree topol-
ogy where:
• base stations are grouped into rings of ten;
• rings are connected to aggregation-layer pods;
• pods are connected to core-level switches.
Finally, we assume completely separate network topologies
for each operator.
Per-content item demand. Our dataset tells us how
many users use, for example, YouTube, and how much data
they consume. However, it contains no information about
which of the countless YouTube videos they are watching,
which is crucial to study the effectiveness of caching schemes.
We cope with this limitation through different approaches,
depending on the content category:
• RealTime, Players: each request refers to a different
content ID, modeling the fact that no caching is pos-
sible;
• News, Sports: with probability 0.9, the content item is
selected from 50 popular ones, otherwise, a new con-
tent ID is generated;
• Meteo, Maps: with probability 0.9 the item is selected
from 10 location-specific ones, otherwise, a new con-
tent ID is generated;
• YouTube, OnDemand: the content ID is extracted
from the YouTube measurement [6], with a probabil-
ity that is proportional to the number of each video’s
views.
The above assignment policy reproduces the qualitative dif-
ferences between content categories, and therefore the dif-
ferent ways each lends itself to caching. Also, note that
content items belonging to different applications are always
considered to be different.
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Figure 3: In this simplified network architecture,
base stations are connected to aggregation pods and
then to a core switch. Shapes correspond to cache-
worthy content items; the total cache capacity is 6
if caches are deployed at the base stations or at the
rings; decreases to 5 if caches are moved to aggre-
gation pods, and to 3 if they are located at the core
switch.
3. CACHING ARCHITECTURES
Our purpose is to evaluate not caching policies, i.e., how
to choose the content to cache, rather cache architectures,
i.e., at which level of the network topology caches should be
deployed. Four options are possible:
• individual base stations: each base station has its own
cache, bringing the fog-computing vision to its extreme;
• base station rings: caches are shared among the base
stations (typically around ten) connected by the same
ring, reducing the number of caches to deploy;
• aggregation-layer pods: they typically serve hundreds
of base stations within a fairly wide area; this repre-
sents a more centralized caching architecture;
• core-layer switches: the most centralized caching ar-
chitecture.
Given the user demand information, we consider a target
hit ratio, and seek to determine the cache capacity needed
to obtain such a ratio under different architectures. More
precisely, we proceed as follows:
1. we keep track of the popularity (i.e., number of re-
quests) of each content item within each cell;
2. we sort the item/cell pairs by decreasing popularity;
3. we mark as cache-worthy enough pairs to guarantee
the target hit ratio, starting from the most popular
ones;
4. we identify the location at which cache-worthy content
items should be stored;
5. we add at most one copy of the cache-worthy content
item at said location;
6. we evaluate the total cache size needed.
The network node at which content copies are stored (as
per item 4 above) depends on the current caching architec-
ture: if caches are deployed at base stations, then it is the
base station itself; otherwise, it is the core network entity
(ring, aggregation pod, core-layer switch) serving that base
station.
Fig. 3 exemplifies the relationship between caching archi-
tecture and cache size. The closer caches are to base sta-
tions and end-users, the more likely we are to cache multiple
copies of the same content item (at different locations), thus
increasing the total cache size. On the other hand, caches
that are closer to end-users tend to be smaller, which can
result in significant cost reduction.
3.1 Performance metrics
Price-of-fog. We can formally define the price-of-fog met-
ric as the ratio of the cache size to deploy under a given ar-
chitecture to the cache size to deploy at the core switches. In
the example case of Fig. 3, the price-of-fog is 5
3
≈ 1.67 when
placing caches at aggregation pods, and 6
3
= 2 when placing
them at base stations or at the rings. Clearly, content popu-
larity distribution and content locality have a major impact
on the price-of-fog.
Suppose that exactly the same set of content items were
deemed cache-worthy at all base stations – perhaps as a
consequence of an effective recommendation system. In the
network of Fig. 3, the price-of-fog would raise as high as 4
– and much higher in real networks, where core nodes have
more descendants. At the other extreme, if the set of cache-
worthy content items at every base station were disjoint,
the price-of-fog would drop to 1, the lowest possible value.
Indeed, one of the main contributions of our paper is to
assess to which of these extreme cases current and future
vehicular networks are closer.
Distance travelled by data. Fog computing essentially
means moving data closer to the users, thus reducing the
load on the core network. We quantify this effect by mea-
suring the physical distance between the network node at
which content items are cached (e.g., aggregation-layer pods
or core-layer switches) and the base station serving it.
3.2 Recommendation systems and local con-
tent
We study two factors that can alter the content demand
and the distribution thereof: recommendation systems and
the presence of location-specific content. The latter is ex-
pected to become a dominant factor in the near future, es-
pecially for vehicular applications.
• Recommendation systems have the high-level effect of
concentrating the demand towards the most popular
items. To model this, we first track the top 5% most
popular content items for each app; then, for each re-
quest, we switch the requested content to one of those
popular ones with a probability p. The higher p, the
stronger the bias towards popular content.
• In the case of location-specific content, we create 5
new content items specific to each cell; then, for each
request, we switch the requested content to one of
those local ones with a probability q. The higher q,
the stronger the correlation between user location and
content demand.
4. NUMERICAL RESULTS
A first aspect we are interested into is cache size. For each
cache architecture, we are interested in (i) the distribution
of cache sizes, and (ii) the total size thereof.
Comparing the distributions in Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b)
we can easily see that the closer caches are to end users,
the smaller their size becomes – consistently with what one
might intuitively expect. Interestingly, there are major dif-
ferences between operators: as shown in Fig. 2, Verizon has
fewer cells with larger coverage areas, therefore, it tends to
deploy larger caches. T-Mobile, on the other hand, has many
smaller cells, and therefore smaller caches.
Moving to the total cache size, shown in Fig. 4(c), high-
lights that both the total cache size and how it changes
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Figure 4: Distribution of the cache size when they are deployed at base stations (a) and rings (b); total cache
size for different architectures (c).
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Figure 5: Recommendation system: price-of-fog (a); average cache size as a function of p (b); per-operator
breakdown when p = 0 (solid bars) and p = 0.5 (bars with pattern) (c).
across caching architectures strongly depends on the oper-
ator and its network. T-Mobile, with their numerous small
cells, has to deploy the most caches, followed by Verizon
with their few bigger ones. The other operators follow in-
termediate approaches, and have smaller total cache sizes.
As for the price-of-fog metric defined in Sec. 3.1, it is
actually quite modest, ranging between 1.15 for Verizon and
1.25 for AT&T. In other words, even considering the current
demand of current networks, mobile operators (and their
users) can reap the benefits of fog at the cost of a moderate
increase in the total cache capacity they need to deploy.
Recommendation system. We now assume that there is
a recommendation system in place, as described in Sec. 3.2,
and study the effect of the p-value modeling its effectiveness.
Somehow surprisingly, the price-of-fog depicted in Fig. 5(a)
increases as p grows; in other words, an effective recom-
mendation system makes the fog computing approach more
onerous in terms of required caching capacity.
Recall, however, that the price-of-fog is a ratio between
two size values. As we can see from Fig. 5(b), cache ca-
pacity decreases as p grows, for all caching architectures.
However, the size of core-level caches decreases faster, hence
the growing price-of-fog.
It is also interesting to point out that, as we can see from
Fig. 5(c), both the decrease in cache size and the price-of-fog
strongly depend on the operator and its network topology.
As an example, T-Mobile reaps significant benefits when
caches are deployed at the core level and negligible ones
otherwise, while Verizon experiences a decrease in cache size
under all architectures. This is again due to the differences
in network deployments, shown in Fig. 2. Cells covering very
small areas, such as in the case of T-Mobile, are unlikely to
be a good location to place a cache.
Location-specific content. Let us now see the effect of
location-specific content; recall that, as mentioned in Sec. 3.2,
the q-value expresses how strong the correlation between
location and content demand is. Comparing Fig. 6(a) to
Fig. 5(a) above we can clearly see that the price-of-fog is (i)
much lower, and (ii) virtually constant for all values of q.
At a high level, this tells us that if demand and location are
strongly correlated, then embracing a fog computing-style
caching approach comes at virtually no penalty.
Consistently, Fig. 6(b) shows that cache sizes steadily de-
crease as q grows, for all caching architectures. Also notice,
from Fig. 6(c), that the effect has roughly the same magni-
tude for all operators.
Last, Fig. 7 explores how caching architectures, recom-
mendation systems and content locality influence the aver-
age distance travelled by data, as defined in Sec. 3.1. We
can clearly see the benefit of fog computing, as to more de-
centralized architectures invariably correspond shorter dis-
tances. Furthermore, such a benefit strongly depends on
the operator – and their deployment, as laid out in Fig. 2 –,
and changes little if a recommendation system is in place or
content is location-specific.
The reason for the latter is that we keep the target hit
ratio fixed, and deploy the minimum amount of cache nec-
essary to achieve it. In other words, we exploit recommen-
dation systems and content locality to reduce the cache size
(i.e., the price of the fog) rather than to enhance the benefits
thereof (i.e., data travelling shorter distances).
5. RELATEDWORK
Our paper falls in the general area of caching for mobile
(specifically, cellular) networks. The most significant recent
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Figure 6: Location-specific content: price-of-fog (a); average cache size as a function of q (b); per-operator
breakdown when q = 0 (solid bars) and q = 0.5 (bars with pattern) (c).
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Figure 7: Distance travelled by data for different
operators and cache architectures. Solid bars corre-
spond to the default scenario, lines pattern to local
content with p = 0.5, grid pattern to recommenda-
tion system with p = 0.5.
trend in this field is fog computing, also called mobile edge
computing. Compared to traditional cloud computing, the
emphasis is to move processing and caching capabilities as
close to the access networks (and users) is possible, so as
to (i) reduce the load on the core network, and (ii) provide
more customized service.
A first body of works deal with the fundamental prob-
lem of where to locate the cached content items, given some
degree of knowledge about user demand. For example, the
authors of [7] exploit concepts from information-centric and
content-centric networking to maximize the cache hit ratio,
while [8] leverages mobility information for the same pur-
pose. Other works [9] take a more holistic approach, moving
both caches and virtual machines around the network as the
load changes.
An especially relevant application of caching is video stream-
ing. As an example, [10] accounts for layered video coding
techniques, and addresses the problem of placing the right
layers at the right cache. Interestingly, it also models the
cases when multiple mobile operators cooperate to reduce
each other’s load. Other works [11, 12] aim at foreseeing the
content demand, in order to proactively populate caches [11]
or to serve users [12].
6. CONCLUSION AND CURRENTWORK
Traffic demand from vehicular users is set to rapidly grow
in the next years, and cellular networks will bear most of
the burden. In this context, we compared the most popular
caching architectures from the viewpoint of the total cache
size operators need to deploy to reach a target hit ratio.
Leveraging a real-world, large-scale, crowd-sourced dataset
coming from the WeFi app, we found that fog computing
approaches pair remarkably well with highly localized con-
tent, such as navigation information for future self-driving
vehicles. On the other hand, more centralized caching ap-
proaches perform better along with traditional recommen-
dation systems, that make globally-popular content more
popular.
We are currently extending our work by including caching
policies, e.g., least-recently-used, into the picture. This would
allow us to more realistically model the interaction between
caching policies and caching architectures.
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